The participants

Period:
Three and a half weeks in September/October
Languages:
Very good knowledge of English and good
knowledge of French and/or German
Profound knowledge of the European Union
and its structure is required

The following documents should be submitted with
your application:
:: a completed registration form
(see www.europamobil-online.eu)
:: a curriculum vitae in tabular form
:: a project idea for the planned workshops.
Please visit our website for further information
about the project and application procedure.

“The project showed me just how varied and
diverse the European continent is.”
James, Ireland, 2011

Patrons and partners

Contact

Europe-Mobile is a project jointly run by the
Genshagen Foundation and the Robert Bosch
Stiftung. It has been organised in Germany and
France since 2009, and in Poland since 2012.

Stephen Bastos
Project Leader
European Dialogue - Thinking Europe politically
Genshagen Foundation
bastos@stiftung-genshagen.de
Tel. +49 (0)3378 805950

Established in 1964, the Robert Bosch Stiftung
GmbH is one of the major German foundations
associated with a private company. It represents
the philanthropic and social endeavors of Robert
Bosch (1861–1942) and fulfills his legacy in a
contemporary manner. The Robert Bosch Stiftung
works predominantly in the fields of International
Relations, Health and Education.
The Genshagen Foundation promotes dialogue
between Germany, France and Poland. It is active
in the fields of “European Dialogue - Thinking
Europe politically” and “Artistic and cultural
mediation in Europe.”

Europe-Mobile is funded by the
Federal State of Brandenburg

Mona Hinz
Program Officer
International Relations Western Europe, America,
Turkey, Japan, India
Robert Bosch Stiftung GmbH
mona.hinz@bosch-stiftung.de
Tel: +49 (0)711 460 84148

www.europamobil-online.eu
www.stiftung-genshagen.de
www.bosch-stiftung.de
www.facebook.com/Europamobil
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Bringing Europe into schools!
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Short info for students:

“Participating in this project has been a very
constructive experience for me: not only did I
learn a lot personally, it also changed my vision of
what Europe needs today.”
Appolonia, France, 2009

The patrons
“Thanks to the interactive format of Europe-Mobile,
young people in our region are able to broaden their
knowledge of the EU. And what is more, they are given
an additional incentive to make use of the advantages
and opportunities offered to them by the EU.”
Adam Struzik
Marshal of the Masovian Voivodeship, Poland
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Bringing Europe into schools

What’s so special about Europe-Mobile?

The Europe-Mobile programme

Europe-Mobile aims to reach pupils and university
students. 20 students from various countries of the
European Union ride the bus – the Europe-Mobile – to
several secondary schools within a different region
of Europe each year, offering pupils workshops on
European issues.

Europe-Mobile appeals to young people from all
countries of the European Union. Europe-Mobile
strengthens cross-cultural skills, enabling pupils and
students to experience Europe first hand.
In workshops, they discover what impact the
European Union already has on their everyday lives,
and the possibilities it opens up for their future.

:: In September/October, students travel to a different
region of Europe each year for around three and a
half weeks.

The goal is to get young people interested in
Europe and to enable them to experience European
integration first hand. This way, the participants get
to know their neighboring countries better. Not
only is their commitment to Europe enhanced, they
also show more enthusiasm for the European idea,
bringing Europe even closer together

In addition to acquiring knowledge, pupils also get
the chance to use their foreign language skills.
Before visiting the schools, students are given
contextual and didactical/methodological training,
and gain experience in teaching and project
management. Europe-Mobile also appeals to
teachers because they become acquainted with new
didactical approaches, enabling them to add an
exceptional module to their lessons.

:: Students prepare for working with pupils during a
one-week seminar. Supported by experienced
seminar leaders, they devise teaching material and
prepare four workshops.
:: Over a period of two weeks, students travel by
Europe-Mobile to visit a different school in the
region each day. Students introduce pupils to the
project in a kick-off event, and then organise
two-hour workshops with them.

“With its clear, comprehensive information, EuropeMobile enables young people to discover the
opportunities the European Union offers them
concerning mobility and their professional and personal
development in general.”
Matthias Platzeck
First Minister of the Federal State of Brandenburg

Short info for schools:
:: The topics dealt with in the workshops always focus
on current European issues. The central questions
are:
:: What has Europe got to do with me?
:: What opportunities does Europe offer me?
:: How can I make an active contribution to shaping
Europe?
:: During the program, pupils get to learn more about
how they can become mobile within Europe at an
information fair with associations and initiatives that
operate throughout Europe.
:: The project ends with a closing event involving civil
society and political representatives. This event
focuses on an overarching European topic that
endeavours to bring the European idea closer to
pupils and students in a practical manner.

Period:
The Europe-Mobile visits your school for
one day in September/October
All types of secondary schools
Age:
Lower secondary school pupils (aged 13 to
16)
Languages:
Workshops can be held in English, French or
German.

